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Starting point

• Fundamental questions about:

– Problem definition
• Flooding as an issue

• Links to economic development 
(incinerator, quarry)

– Ways to address problem
• Separate wish lists

• Unclear framework

– Details about project
• Partners

• What will be funded

• Acronyms!

Wish lists:

• Large banquet hall

• Outdoor wedding 
area

• Hiking trails

• Gateway

• Veterans memorial

• Amphitheater

• Nature center

• Lots of lighting

• Guard house

• Football arena



Participatory modeling 
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Causal Loop Diagrams
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Big Picture



Flooding



Tax Base and Revenue



Reinforcing the Economy



Village Services
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Design activity



Pre-workshop Homework (collage)



Pre-workshop Homework (written)



Structured Facilitation



Measures of Impact



Systems view



Updated Design

A. Multi-Purpose Facility

B. Waterfall

C. Nature Center

D. Restroom Facility

E. Heritage

F. Amphitheater

G. Playground

H. Sledding/Climbing Hill

I. Picnic Area/BBQ

J. Overlook Area

K. Dirt Bike Track*

L. Sport Fields

M. Swimming Pool*
*cannot be accommodated in park



Understanding the project, 

partners, and funding

• Formation of steering committee

• Collective wish list/goals

• More nuanced discussion, identification of 

barriers and opportunities, and innovation 

towards implementation

• Agreement on pathways forward



Understanding connections

Linkages
– What is affected by flooding?

– What affects the village 
budget?

– What does the village budget 
support?

Facilitated discussion about how 
to support desired outcomes

– Generating long-term 
revenue

– Engaging youth

– The role of safety



Understanding tradeoffs

Spatial
– Siting: Space for parking, 

stormwater storage capacity

– Access and entrance locations

– Links to TOD and Industrial 
District

Financial
– Prioritization of amenities by 

revenue potential

– Ways to attract outside money

– Flexible sizing and function of 
amenities



Developing agency

• Ownership of planning tools
– We made this diagram, we know how to draw it, let’s do 

it again.

– This is our facilitator

– This is our planner

• Advocacy
– Engaged residents answer fundamental questions of 

newer participants

• Self-reliance
– Identifying local resources (people and funding)

– From demanding to owning



Developing pathways toward 

implementation
• Prioritization of strategies by short-, medium- and 

long-term

• Innovative local approaches with multiple impacts
– BBQ Areas and Playgrounds = “eyes on the park” until more formal 

security measures can be implemented

– Community garden next to site of future Nature Center; begin to 

establish and formalize programming 

– Leveraging local resources for construction of park elements (e.g., ice 

skating rink, BBQ shelters, playground installation)

• Identification of high-priority elements which need external 

funding (i.e., restroom facilities, security features)



Main Takeaways



Lessons learned: 

Scaffolding

• Relationship building and collaborative design: 
– with, rather than for (all ages and backgrounds)

– getting something out of each activity

– continuous adaptation

• Systems thinking and innovation: tradeoffs and 
self reliance
– CLD

– Mapping

– Art!

– Structured facilitation, focusing on needs

• Ownership and building social capital



Thank you!

mzellner@uic.edu
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